Annex 1
Ranked list of OSRA v2 Technological Building Blocks
The scope of this table is to increase awareness to the Industry and other stakeholders
about the ranked TBB list as consolidated following the OSRA v2 scoring process:
Name

Captech

1

Manned/unmanned teaming, adaptive cooperation between
manned and unmanned system with different levels of autonomy

Land

2

Navigation in GNSS denied environment

Navigation

3

Materials & Structures for protection against military threats

Materials

4

Passive and active protection for Land Systems

Land

5

Algorithms for Detection, tracking and Identification of
challenging targets
Information Process Enhancement by using AI and Big Data

Radar

Autonomous and automated GNC and decision making
techniques for manned and unmanned systems
Software Defined Radar with high-stability Waveform
Generator and Receiver System
Position, Navigation and Timing (PNT) superiority and
integration in operations and systems
EO counter measure systems

Navigation

Land

12

Power generation, storage and management for Land
Systems
Distributed/bi-multi-static sensors

13

Laser weapon systems

Optronics

14

Camouflage and signature management technologies

Materials

15

Software Defined Networking

Information

16

Emerging materials for future platforms

Materials

17

Cognitive Radars

Radar

18

Cooperative Air Vehicle Operation

Aerial

19

Multi-Robot control and cooperation

Navigation

20

Improving Robotics and Autonomy of unmanned maritime
systems
Personal Protective Equipment

Naval

6
7
8
9
10
11

21
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Information

Radar
Navigation
Optronics

Radar

CBRN&HF
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22

Passive imaging systems

Optronics

23

Detect, Sense and Avoid Systems

Aerial

24

Guidance and control in challenged environments

Navigation

25

Simulation

27

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data (BD) for Decision
Making Support
Energy storage: electrical, electrochemical, mechanical,
structural and thermal
IR imaging Detector & sources

28

Cognitive Radio

Information

29

The protection of military communications and information
systems
Cyber Defence Situation Awareness

Cyber

Materials

32

Advanced and smart textiles for soldier systems and
platforms
Active imaging systems

33

New manufacturing, joining and repair processes

Materials

34

Propulsion, Power Generation and Distribution

Aerial

35

Image processing

Optronics

36

Hyperspectral / multispectral Imaging systems

Optronics

37

Target / Threat recognition and identification

Land

38

Cognitive Science with cyber implications

Cyber

39

Human-Machine-Interface and Cognitive Ergonomics

Aerial

40

Alternative fuels and drive/propulsion systems

Energy

41

Key Enabling and performance enhancing GNC technologies

Navigation

42

Tactical Cloud Infrastructure for C4ISR System

Information

43

Precision guidance and control of weapons

Navigation

44

RF photonics

Components

45

Cyber

46

Quantum computing and cryptography with cyber
implications
Underwater Communication Systems

47

Internet of Things (IoT) for Defence

Information

48

Management and Processing Information from
Heterogeneous Sources

Information

26

30
31
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49

Radar

50

Active Electronic Scanned Arrays (AESA) technologies and
concepts
IED Detection and Defeat Technologies

51

Autonomous Air Vehicle Operation

Aerial

52

Light Weight for High Performance Structures

Materials

53

Novel User Interfaces for Soldier - Assets integration/control

Land

54

Materials

55

Surface engineering for maximum lifetime and/or hostile
environments
Weapon system integration

56

Land Systems Architecture & Integration

Land

57

Fault Tolerant Control (FTC)

Navigation

58

Mobility and Counter-Mobility

Land

59

Materials, structures and concepts for platform monitoring

Materials

60

Computational Design and materials modelling

Materials

61

Data fusion and systems integration

Optronics

62

MIMO Radar

Radar

63

Distributed sensor networks

Naval

64

System-On-Chip

Components

65

Radar

66

Innovative waveforms, high resolution imaging, adaptive
beamforming and array processing
Precision Guided Munition and Missiles

67

RF Transceiver modules

Components

68

Identifying and Countering Underwater Threats

Naval

69

Detection, Identification and Monitoring (DIM) of CBR

CBRN&HF

70

High Temperature materials

Materials

71

Human Clothing, Equipment & Integration in Platforms

CBRN&HF

72

Secure Command and Control Systems

Aerial

73

Enabling Components for Advanced Antennas

Components

74

Novel optical configurations

Optronics

75

Modelling and simulation

Optronics
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76

Defence critical technologies supply chain

Components

77

CBRN&HF

79

Protection of Critical Infrastructure from CBRN (Collective
Protection)
Power and Propulsion including for Unmanned Maritime
Systems
Scalable Multifunction RF Sensors (SMRF)

80

Microwave Power

Components

81

Cyber Defence Simulation

Simulation

82

Naval

83

In theatre/global situational awareness and linked decision
support system
New Production Techniques for Munition Components

84

Improved Warhead and Penetrator design

Ammunition

85

High Performance Gun Launch and Missile Propulsion

Ammunition

86

Energy

87

Energy management technologies: innovative and efficient
systems
CBRN Hazard Management

88

Cross-cutting Cyberdefence for land, maritime, air and space

Cyber

89

Signature Reduction

Naval

90

Health and Usage Monitoring

Land

91

Image enhancement

Optronics

92

Ignition Systems of Energetic Materials

Ammunition

93

Immersive, Virtual and Augmented Reality

Simulation

94

Modelling and Simulation for Cyberdefence

Cyber

95

System Diagnostics, Fault Prognostics, and Self Repair

Aerial

96

Signal Generation and Time Reference

Components

97

Autonomous cyber response capabilities

Cyber

98

Human Machine Interface & Teaming

CBRN&HF

99

Munition Life Management

Ammunition

100

Improved Tools and Methods for Qualification and Safety

Ammunition

101

Advanced Antennas

Radar

102

Coalition Network Security and Protection and Interaction
with commercial technologies

Information

78
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103

ADC and DAC

Components

104

Solar energy generation (thermal and electrical generation)

Energy

105

Human Performance Monitoring & Enhancement

CBRN&HF

106

Engine and power distribution system efficiency technologies

Energy

107

High Performance REACH Compliant Energetic Materials

Ammunition

108

Packaging Technologies and Thermal Management

Components

109

Counter Detection Range Assessment and Signature
Management
Defence Satellite Reconnaissance Systems

Naval

Naval

113

Platform Awareness and Management systems, Damage
assessment and control systems for naval platforms
Integrated Live, Virtual and Constructive (I-LVC) for Training,
Simulation and Serious Games Solutions
Through the Matter Radar

114

Rotorcraft: Next Generation High Performance Vertical Lift

Aerial

115

Long Range Communications

Information

116

CBRN&HF

117

Assessment, diagnosis, and medical countermeasures of
CBR hazards
Pyrotechnics for Decoying and Obscuring

118

High Voltage SiC for power converter

Components

119

Education and Training for Ammunition Technologies

Ammunition

120

Protection of food and water supply from CBRN

CBRN&HF

121

Radar

122

Common EU Benchmarks for Validation, Verification and
Standardisation
Insensitive Munitions (IM)

123

RF and HDI PCBs

Components

124

Recognized Space Picture (RSP)

Simulation

125

Energy and environment technology systems integration

Energy

126

CBRN modelling and simulation

CBRN&HF

127

Joint Strategic, Operational and Tactical level simulators

Simulation

128

Simulation, Training and human factors in the maritime arena

Naval

129

Militarization of environmental technologies: Energy from
waste (or waste to energy) technologies

Energy

110
111
112
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130

Simulation

131

Modelling & Simulation as a Service (MSaaS) for synthetic
environment and rapid scenario generation
Terahertz detectors & sources

132

Human Team Customized Training

CBRN&HF

133

Simulation for Systems of Systems (S3)

Simulation

134

Militarization of environmental technologies: water and waste
water
Energy harvesting / scavenging

Energy

Exploring similarities and differences between cyber
operations and Electronic Warfare
Less-than-lethal effectors

Cyber

Electromagnetic Support Measures (ESM) for
Communications
Wind energy

Information

135
136
137
138
139
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Annex 2

Overall TBB List

OSRA v2
23 October 2018
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This list reflects the status of TBBs as of the 23 of October 2018.

(numbering of TBBs just aims at facilitating references
and does not correspond to any form of prioritisation)
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NN
1

CapTech
Aerial
Systems

2

Aerial
Systems

3

Aerial
Systems

TBB Title
Autonomous
Air Vehicle
Operation

Description
Autonomous air vehicle operation technologies
can be incorporated in nearly all air-platforms
and support a mission spectrum from
information gathering/relay to engagement, as
well as logistical missions (e.g. airlift and air-toair refuelling). Current systems can typically
only fulfil one specific task, for example
autonomous approach and landing and need to
be pre-programmed for all possible
development paths of a mission, and thus the
performance is limited to the acceptable
planning effort. Current systems have minimal
or no ability to adapt to unforeseen or dynamic
development during execution without human
intervention, which is in turn dependent on a
continuous command-and-control link, and
timely and effective human decision-making.
Cooperative Air Technologies that enable cooperative air
vehicle operation are highly relevant to focus
Vehicle
air campaign efforts through faster and more
Operation
effective real-time coordination for manned
and unmanned military aviation. They can
support a mission spectrum from information
gathering/relay to engagement, as well as
logistical missions (e.g. airlift and air-to-air
refuelling). Current systems are typically limited
to the integration of a platform in an
information exchange network during mission
execution. Adaption of the behaviour of one
system based on mission developments of
other systems is limited to the coordination
efforts among the human operators (i.e.
aircrews, RPAS operators), and frequently
require a central node (e.g. AWACS).
Technologies that enable an air vehicle to
Detect, Sense
Detect, Sense and Avoid (DSA) potentially
and Avoid
influencing phenomena is crucial for the
Systems
survivability of assets. A multi-spectral sensor
package, with omnidirectional view, could
enable active detection towards other aircrafts
in non-segregated airspace. To achieve the
actual avoidance, sophisticated algorithms
could steer the vehicle either based on the
sensor-package inputs and/or a pre-defined
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Remarks

database, such as a terrain-database for
example. The Technology Building Block
Detect, Sense and Avoid is a prerequisite for
the TBB “Autonomous Air Vehicle Operation”
and TBB “Cooperative Air Vehicle Operation”.

4

Aerial
Systems

System
Diagnostics,
Fault
Prognostics,
and Self Repair

5

Aerial
Systems

HumanMachineInterface and
Cognitive
Ergonomics

6

Aerial
Systems

Propulsion,
Power
Generation
and
Distribution

European Defence Agency

System Diagnostics, Fault Prognostics, and Self
Repair can provide accurate real-time
awareness about the air vehicles system- and
structural health, predict maintenance needs,
and develop fault tolerant control strategies.
Current status-monitoring devices are usually
typically stand-alone systems or merely
indicate a status through a common machineoperator-interface. Especially for unmanned air
vehicles a comprehensive and integrated
diagnostic and prognostic technology is
essential to have full situational awareness
about the vehicle’s status.
Unmanned air vehicles and manned platforms
with numerous sub-systems need to be
operated in parallel multi-role tasking and
swarm (cooperative air operations). The aircrew
or system operator will have to evolve to a
manager of the swarm and the information
provided by the network. Direct vehicle control
in the classical sense diminishes. Current
systems and trainings are still evolutionary
stages of traditional cockpits and operator
stations, prioritising information only partially,
and requiring direct control effort for each
system. Both the interface between the
network (system of systems) and the training of
system-/swarm-/network-managers needs to
be adapted utilising new technologies in order
to safely and effectively conduct missions.
Future air combat, scout or transport platforms
and air-deployed sensors and effectors require
efficient and reliable propulsion systems. This
includes the need for hypersonic propulsion,
long-endurance sub-sonic propulsion, new
concepts for combined lift and propulsion
system and increased agility (e.g. multi-copter
systems), low signature, as well as new fuels
and energy sources. Regarding the secondary
power systems, a more electric architecture
could contribute to the saving of on-board
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7

Aerial
Systems

Secure
Command and
Control
Systems

8

Aerial
Systems

Rotorcraft:
Next
Generation
High
Performance
Vertical Lift

9

Ammunitio
n

Munition Life
Management

10

Ammunitio
n

Insensitive
Munitions (IM)

European Defence Agency

energy and a reduced system variety with
regard to manufacturing and maintenance.
Challenges include adequate power
generation/storage, heat management, and
reliability/redundancy. Furthermore, traditional
devices to aerodynamic vehicle control often
contradict the low-signature intention.
Manned and unmanned platforms require a
secure data-connection between the air vehicle
and other (air) vehicles, ground stations, and
satellites. This becomes increasingly important
as platforms operated in swarms, and/or an
operator manages multiple sensors/effectors
from the distance. To this end, the potential
influences both natural and man-made need to
be fully understood and resilient data-link
systems developed. Current systems can often
not withstand all possible influences.
Despite the emergence of fast rotorcraft
configurations such as compounds or tilt-rotors
little has been included in new helicopters.
Technologies of sensors operating in low
visibility conditions is relevant for helicopters,
health monitoring has made significant
breakthrough and is ready for development on
rotorcraft. Simulations have evolved towards a
better understanding of several phenomena as
ship air wake and ship motion effects in order
to establish safe operating envelopes. System
integration and data and sensors fusion will
allow more autonomy and less workload for the
crew.
Efficient life cycle management will allow cost
saving and a more reliable use. In order to
manage the complete munition and missiles
lifetime chain an integrated approach for
embedded sensors, signal transfer and signal
analysis should be developed. This
development should go together with further
development of safe and reliable munition
lifetime modelling and simulation. The
fulfilment of the current technology gap will
allow an improved assessment of munitions
and missiles life cycle, increasing its safe &
reliable use and generating cost savings, due
to the possibility of life extension.
Development of new energetic materials and
package solutions to avoid unexpected
explosion/detonation of munitions (e.g. caused
by external fire, fragment impact or enemy
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11

Ammunitio
n

Ignition
Systems of
Energetic
Materials

12

Ammunitio
n

Precision
Guided
Munition and
Missiles

13

Ammunitio
n

High
Performance
Gun Launch
and Missile
Propulsion

14

Ammunitio
n

Improved Tools
and Methods
for
Qualification
and Safety
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fire).
Counter-IM should also be taken into account.
Initiating a warhead, a missile propellant or a
gun propellant in the exact desired time and
place is fundamental to achieve optimised
effects on the target and conducting to a
reduction of collateral damages. Ignition
systems can be based on mechanical,
chemical, pyrotechnical, laser, electrical or
other solutions. Foreseen innovations include:
improvement of Safety & Arming Devices (SAD)
by employing more reliable firing sensors;
micro-electrical mechanical systems (MEMS);
development of technologies to incorporate
self-destruct; REACH-compliant igniter
solutions and compatible with Insensitive
Munitions (IM).
High precision of munitions is needed to
minimise collateral damages whilst increasing
the target hit probability at extended range.
Current precision guided munitions and
missiles entail very complex and costly
development and integration of guidance and
control sub-systems, as well as state-of-the art
sensors for engaging the target. Innovation and
new technological solutions (e.g. using
Commercial Of the Shelf technologies) are
needed to achieve affordable precision guided
munitions and missiles.
Development of propellants for improving gun
launch both related to higher performance and
lower sensitivity, e.g. new propellants for
defeating MBT. Missile propulsion techniques
for long range, higher velocity and/or lower
signature. Low sensitivity propellants. New
propulsion concepts will reduce susceptibility
and vulnerability, minimise detection and
incorporate active & passive protection
measures. Research on ballistics can
overcome existing gaps to achieve significantly
enhanced performances.
A substantial part of the testing of complex
weapon systems can be performed through
virtual testing (simulation), avoiding the need
for multiple firing tests. Simulation tools can
deliver: e.g. precision and lethality of weapon
systems, robustness against countermeasures,
optimisation of combustion of missiles and
calculation of properties of high explosives. The
availability of tools and methods at a European
Page 12 of 49
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level would improve standardization and
interoperability between Member States.
15

Ammunitio
n

IED Detection
and Defeat
Technologies

16

Ammunitio
n

High
Performance,
low sensitivity
and REACH
Compliant
Energetic
Materials

17

Ammunitio
n

Improved
Warhead and
Penetrator
design

18

Ammunitio
n

Pyrotechnics
for Decoying
and Obscuring

European Defence Agency

Technologies that will allow a faster, accurate
and safest stand-off detection & identification
of hidden (e.g. in vehicles or behind walls) and
buried explosives are a primary need.
Innovative solutions are required for detection
of explosives traces (signatures), chemical
specific, non-ionizing bulk detection sensors,
capable of looking into vehicles, boxes, and
through walls or soil. Subsequent explosives
neutralization techniques are also of major
relevance. Such novel stand-off sensors should
aim to detect both trace and bulk explosives,
and to minimize false alarms.
Energetic materials (EM) have to meet multiple
requirements combining high performance, low
sensitivity and reduced environmental impact.
Developing and sharing experience on
simulation tools should significantly help
Member States in their activities to develop
new EM. The European regulation on
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) has a
significant impact on Defence systems. A
common approach for synthesis and
production of critical chemical materials in
Europe is needed. Additionally, easier transport
and simplified procedures for exchange of EM
is needed, in order to improve cooperation
efforts within the EU.
Warheads with higher performance to defeat
new generation of active and reactive armour.
Innovations include improved penetrator
geometry, better penetrator materials (ultrahigh strength steel), penetrator designs in the
supersonic and hypersonic domain, warhead
casing or fragments made of reactive
materials, explosives with higher performance,
improved sensitivity of the explosive to
mechanical loads, improved fragmentation of
projectiles, reduced collateral damage risks.
Developments need to be in line with the Oslo
Convention (Convention on Cluster Munition).
The protection of military platforms from
opponent target acquisition sensors (e.g.
visual, thermal, IR, RF) is achieved by
obscuring or decoying systems. Decoying and
obscuring technologies are lagging behind
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19

Ammunitio
n

New
Production
Techniques for
Munition
Components

20

Ammunitio
n

Education and
Training for
Ammunition
Technologies

21

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Human
Machine
Interface &
Teaming

22

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Human
Performance
Monitoring &
Enhancement
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enhanced sensor technologies to identify, track
and engage military platforms. The identified
technology gap consists to develop new
decoying and obscuring pyrotechnics, able to
obscure (camouflage) and decoy state-of-theart sensors for recognition, targeting and
engagement. Further REACH complying new
pyrotechnics need to be developed, avoiding
future non-EU dependencies.
Innovative production techniques have been
developed in the last decades and are in
service in several industrial activities, e.g.
Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing). Such new
production techniques can be used for
developing new materials, new charges,
propellants & explosives geometries for
innovative concepts of munitions. More flexible
and affordable production of small series will
be possible, which will contribute to the
development of cheap, safe and reliable
techniques for mass production of ingredients
for e.g. artillery munition.
Skilled personnel in ammunition technologies
is essential to maintain European
independence in the defence area. Experts
contribute to the definition of technical
requirements, research and development of
new munitions, support the production, test
and qualification, concerning safety and
reliability, and life cycle management and its
eventual demilitarisation. Experts in this
domain are highly educated staff (PhD and
MSc), however little advanced education is
available in Europe and education and training
is usually done “on-job-training”. There is the
need to develop a common European E&T
strategy for ammunition technologies to secure
personnel with high competence.
Future military operators will use automated
functions to process large amounts of
information, shorten decision cycles and
control robotic systems. The complexity of such
automation requires new user interfaces for
situational awareness and adaptation to
changing mission requirements.
Human Performance Monitoring allows optimal
use of military personnel’s capacities and
promotes performance enhancement. Human
Performance Enhancement improves the
effectivity of military personnel’s selection,
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23

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Human Team
Customized
Training

24

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Human
Clothing,
Equipment &
Integration in
Platforms

25

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Personal
Protective
Equipment

26

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Detection,
Identification
and Monitoring
(DIM) of CBR

European Defence Agency

recruitment, training and operational use of
human capacities and helps to avoid
incapacitation of individuals and troops due to
overstraining.
Human Team Customized Training responds to
the need of military training providers to deliver
optimal training value for team training.
Current training media (primarily live and
simulator facilities) are restricted in many ways
to provide realistic training. Innovations in
training solutions, including LVC (Live Virtual
Constructive), Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual
Reality (VR), serious gaming, for future military
are needed to provide major leaps in training
effectiveness.
Military personnel need equipment that
provides military superiority on the field, air and
sea, against enemies who have complete
knowledge of the environment. The equipment,
clothing and more generally all systems in
interface with the human must be highly
adaptable and upgradable, and design with a
global system vision, not as an aggregation of
systems. Protection and recovery abilities
needs to be provided to be efficient regardless
of the encountered conditions (enemy fire,
environmental stress, risks linked to weapon
system use). Equipment can be carried or be
integrated on platforms. There is a challenge to
identify and incorporate solutions in the manworn equipment.
Armed Forces need to maintain operational
capabilities under CBRN conditions. Therefore,
there is a need for an adequate protection that
interferes as little as possible with the freedom
to move and act. High requirements defined by
the combined need to be protected and to
maintain operational functionality are typical
for military and are not met by civilian
technologies.
Given the perceived threat of use of CBRN
agents and the dynamics therein, DIM is
considered a major gap, especially on bioagents and low volatile chemicals. Timely and
trustworthy determination of the presence of
CBRN threat agents is crucial to trigger
protective measures, to guide preventive
measures, medical therapy and to base
strategic decisions upon.
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27

CBRN &
Human
Factors

CBRN Hazard
Management

28

CBRN &
Human
Factors

CBRN
modelling and
simulation

29

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Protection of
Critical
Infrastructure
from CBRN
(Collective
Protection)

30

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Protection of
food and water
supply from
CBRN

31

CBRN &
Human
Factors

Assessment,
diagnosis, and
medical
countermeasur
es of CBR
hazards

32

Component
s

RF photonics

European Defence Agency

Large scale decontamination of materiel is a
typical military capability requiring dedicated
platforms. Following a CBRN incident, recovery
to full operational status requires safe
decontamination of personnel and materiel.
Disablement of un-released or active CBR
sources requires containment and
neutralisation means for such CBR threat
agents, preferably without losing functionality.
During mission planning, the ability to predict
the outcome of CBRN scenarios is essential for
risk management; operational modelling is
essential for commander decision support.
Ensuring a safe operating environment and
command post through enhanced C-IED and CCBRN capabilities is crucial to continuing
operations after a CBRN attack.

Contaminated food and water have the
potential to cause mass casualties in a camp,
making continued operations difficult or
impossible. Many contaminants are not
screened for today. Availability of troops is
crucial to continued operations.
New threat agents necessitate new medical
countermeasures. Conventional
pharmaceutical industry does not see this as a
potential market, and military needs must be
covered by nations.

Optics, Photonics and Opto Electronics (OPOE)
is candidate for innovative architecture in
multi-functional radar and electronic warfare
RF front ends. Further to the advantages of
optical fibres, RF Photonics systems promise
further outcomes in terms of: (1) cost reduction
by architecture simplification, use of
communication COTS or use on integrated
photonics circuits; (2) performances not
achievable in electronics by implementing
advanced functions and architectures: Wide
Band Photonic ADCs, Low Phase noise
Optoelectronic Local Oscillators, etc.
The demand is to implement and mature
photonics technology for RF, to increase the
performances (lasers, modulators and
photodiodes) and to achieve monolithic or
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hybrid integration of the functions.
33

Component
s

IR imaging
Detector &
sources

34

Component
s

Terahertz
detectors &
sources

European Defence Agency

There is a need for higher performance
detectors in thermal imaging due to materials
and processes improvements. Technologies
include: MWIR cooled Infrared imaging with
High Operating Temperature (HOT) operation
capabilities; reduced pixel pitch and large array
imagers in the SWIR, MWIR & LWIR range;
Cryogenic solution for fast cooling time;
Cryostat integrated optics for improved
compactness; SWIR imagers with low noise
and/or laser functionalities for low light
imaging; Avalanche photodiodes (APD) for
active imaging; Computational-imaging-based
sensors for trade-offs between optics
complexity and post detector processing;
Multispectral and hyperspectral architectures
to improve identification capabilities; Solid
State Lasers; ICL as alternative solution to QCL
for spectroscopy in for wavelength shorter than
4µm;Interband antimonide lasers from 1,8µm
to 3µm dedicated to countermeasures in the
mid IR range; high power, high wall plug
efficiency laser diodes for opto-pyrotechnic
system for next generation of launchers and
missiles. IR detectors are key drivers to
increase DRI ranges and thus improve the
global efficiency of the system.
In Military and Homeland Security THz imaging
enables detection of hidden weapons and
other threat objects. Improved component
performance (e.g. sensitivity and power) would
improve the ability to detect concealed
IEDs/weapons. Systems for obstacle detection
(anti-collision, see-and-avoid, brown-out radar,
landing aid) are improved (better size, weight
and performance). THz spectroscopy could be
useful to detect chemical substances in certain
scenarios. The military need is about higher
power and higher sensitivity both in sources
and detectors. A coordinated approach could
override the current basic technology gaps in a
sector where the size of the market is not yet
large enough to justify single companies
investments.
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35

Component
s

Microwave
Power

36

Component
s

RF Transceiver
modules

37

Component
s

Enabling
Components
for Advanced
Antennas
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The domain of Microwave Power encompasses
a variety of technologies that deliver relatively
high amounts of power (hundreds of watts at
lower microwave frequencies, close to one watt
at high millimetre wave frequencies) for a
variety of applications. Ongoing developments
are strongest in the semiconductor domain, at
which this TBB focuses on common and shared
supply chain at European level. The first step is
to develop and set up a European supply chain
with SiC substrate and epitaxy for GaN RF High
Power Amplifiers (HPA), as part of Euganic
project. A next step is to develop GaN transistor
for Power in frequencies beyond 20 Ghz and to
design and prototype related components. The
aim is to develop a European non-dependent
supply chain.
Transmit / Receive modules (TRMs) are
essential for modern phased arrays with active
electronically steered antennas (AESA) applied
in systems ranging from 1 to 35 GHz. These
AESA’s are a key technology for future sensor
systems for communication, radar and
electronic warfare in space, naval and ground
related applications. Some typical examples
are fighter aircraft nose radars, satellite based
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) antennas,
surveillance and fire control radar for ground
and naval operations, missile seekers, satellite
communication and sensor systems for UAV’s.
There is the need for optimizing the
performance for RF bandwidth, optimizing
output power, power added efficiency and
noise figure in combination with increasing
constraints given by confined space, cost and
weight issues. Essential technologies to
achieve this are: GaN to handle the
requirement for increased output power,
improved power added efficiency and
bandwidth, BiCMOS/SiGE (Receiver on Chip)
for high levels of integration, 3D heterogeneous
integration technology and thermal
management.
Antennas are of the utmost importance in a
plethora of military systems with radar and
satcom being the most prominent applications.
This includes incompact TR modules for
conformal AESA antennas, low frequency UWB
emitters and receivers and suitable antenna
elements, low cost antenna front-ends
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including aperture and TR modules. This TBB
also takes Metamaterials (MTM) for antennas
into consideration, which can be employed to
improve systems or to enable new capabilities.
Challenges of antenna design include cross
talk between antennas, undesired parasitic
effects of adjacent components, and conflicting
specifications.
Mixed Signal Analogue and Digital components
(e. g. AD and DA-Converter) are the keys to
digitized signal processing, providing
advantages in term of flexibility, predictability,
integration and cost for sensor (Radar,
Electronic Warfare) and communication
equipment over earlier generations of analogue
equipment with a limited degree of backend
processing.
Signal Generation and Time Reference
encompasses a variety of technologies that
deliver relatively accurate signals (from Atomic
clock standards to crystal-controlled low-power
implementations) for a variety of applications.
The military dependency on these accurate
signals is manifold: they contribute to the
performance of navigation systems as well as
determining the quality of the navigation
signals broadcasted by the space vehicles, they
provide signal quality for RF systems and infrastructure timing solutions. Ongoing
developments are strongest in miniaturized
implementations. The current hot topics
include: Higher short-term and long-term
stability per volume and Watt dissipation;
Faster, cleaner and more versatile signal
generators per volume and Watt dissipation;
Integration in a myriad of applications, all with
their own constraints and the one of it is
encompassing electronic (low phase-noise,
arbitrary waveforms), mechanical (e.g. MEMS
resonators) as well as optical (e.g. gyroscopes
and compact laser sources) techniques
potentially revolutionizing the arena.
Digital Processing is one baseline for the digital
transformation. Enabling technologies are
system on chip, connectivity, big data, artificial
intelligence and cybersecurity. Digital
processing has been an enabler of advanced
military capabilities to make high performance
signal processing for RF sensors, cryptographic
processing, data treatment and storage for
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military network and decision making.
Access to latest off-the-shelf processors and
FPGA is at risk (EAR and ITAR) because they
need to embark crypto resources and secure
items to avoid easy reverse-engineering.
New embedded equipment and related power
sources (working in continuous, pulsed or
transient modes) are identified on military
platforms (warrior, vehicles, UAV, robots, etc.),
autonomous sensors, intelligent ammunitions,
electrical guns (rail gun, ETC, HPM, Impulsion
laser), active armour. High Voltage SiC device
>10kV, short pulse, specific to military will be
needed. The supply of SiC high-voltage devices
has been dominated primarily by the U.S.
Defence products rely on the existence of a
supply chain for active (semiconductor) or
passive (substrate) materials and components.
The TBB deals with secure access to foundry
and manufacturing not subjected to nonEuropean export control regulations, maturity
of specific process, i.e. RF GaN, IR Detectors
and sources, InfoSec Module, Anti-tamper
packaging, and European supply chain. GaAs
for RF: foundries exist in Europe, but revenue is
fragile. GaN and SiC for RF and power:
foundries exist in Europe but are not at par
with US competitors. SiGe BiCMOS and Si
CMOS for RF and digital: foundries exist in
Europe but are (for advanced CMOS) not at par
with US and Asian competitors, access is not
easy for low volume applications. GaAs, InP, Si
for photonics: small foundries exist in Europe
but mainly for R&T and not at par with US and
Asian competitors. MEMS for RF or navigation:
small foundries exist in Europe but are fragile.
PCB substrates: all outsourced from US or
Japan. Pyrolithic graphite: mainly outsourced
from US. Magnetics: mainly outsourced from
US or Japan, capability exists in Europe at
small scale. Acoustic materials: European
sources are at R&T level.
Packaging covers various domains and needs
to protect from vibrations, temperature shocks,
or extreme adverse environmental conditions.
Packaging optimisation for defence
applications includes: Thermal management of
high density modules or components;
Mechanical and assembly technique
particularly for ruggedization; Miniaturisation
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(3D, SiP, MEMS, MOEMS, Nano); Cost
competitiveness for small series of complex
item (introduction of 3D printing); Qualification
and certification of new packaging
technologies.
Several military applications require higher
performances and more functions, including
signal processing, ADC/DAC, sensing,
emission, data transmission, which cannot be
performed by a single chip but by integrating in
a compact and robust package: Multi-Chip
Modules and/or System in Packages (SiP).
Military PCB is an important component
especially for: RF sensors, airborne (UAV) and
missiles (high density requirements,
cooling/heating functionalities), hardware
secure modules and cyber security (high
density integration, anti-tamper and
cryptographic platform), future photonics
(waveguide in substrate).
New design techniques and assembly
processes are needed for ultra-low pitch
package in FPGA, processors, as well as high
speed connectors. European PCB industry is
highly dependent on US and Asian suppliers.
Achieving high performance PCB
manufacturing in highly mixed low volume is
quite challenging for military products. RF and
Secure HDI require European based PCB
manufacturers, at state of the art. In the last
10 years all package materials have changed
in the semiconductor and electronics industry
both (lead-free, fine pitch, mouldings, SiP).
The success of military operations depends on
the ability of processing and assessing
information in order to gain an adequate
understanding of the crises situation. Target
effect is to equip the military commander with
the tools (competent personnel, effective
procedures and platforms) to manage risks
during the planning and conduct phases of an
operation. It comprises several steps to
achieve perception, comprehension, projection,
decision and to evaluate the performance of
action.
This includes among others: Cyber decision
support systems, command and control for
cyber operations, cyber operational picture
visualisation, virtual reality, data analytics,
predictive analytics, prevention, impact
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Human factors are considered a key research
area because it deals with cyber operators’
cognitive and behavioural aspects, e.g.
attention, stress management. Research
findings may improve incident handling
processes and provide more insight into the
human-machine interaction.
This includes among others: Artificial
Intelligence for cyber operations, machine
learning and deep learning (neural networks)
for cyber operations, human factors for cyber
defence, algorithms design and high
computation.
Electronic warfare and cyberspace are
interdependent because the electromagnetic
spectrum is used as a medium for cyberspace
and cyberspace can also have impacts on
electromagnetic systems which are vital for
military operation on the fields. Convergence
between cyber and electronic warfare includes
among others: Electronic warfare in support of
cyber operations, radio spectrum operations in
support of cyber operations, software defined
networking for cyber defence.
This Technology Building Block includes crosscutting aspects of cyber within land, maritime,
air or space systems as well as military
Industrial Control and System (ICS) as part of
the Information System.
This includes among others: Cyber operations
for RPAS (drones), cyber operations for space
assets and components, cyber defence for
systems/weapon systems or sensors including
military ICS/SCADA systems.
This Technology Building Block describes a
group of technologies derived from the
Information Security (INFOSEC-COMPUSEC)
aspect of the military communications and
information systems (CIS). It differs from the
ICS which is presented in the TBB “Crosscutting cyberdefence for land, maritime, air
and space”. It includes among others:
Information security, digital forensics, security
of embedded systems, military IoT security,
security in cloud computing, identification and
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authentication, cryptography including new
solutions using blockchain, new generation of
secure communication protocols, emerging
computing technologies with cyber implications
e.g. edge computing, and computing
virtualisation.
Quantum computing can bring new challenges
and improvements to cyber defence. This TBB
includes among others: quantum computing
allowing huge computation capacity, quantum
communication and the development of
encryption methods that could not be broken
by quantum computing), quantum computation
for simulation and prototyping in cyberspace,
and quantum sensing and metrology to
enhance sensors capability and precision.
This Technology building block is about the
automation in cyber defence and the
capabilities for ICT and ICS to handle
cyberattacks without human actions. This
includes among others: Self-configured
networks, automated cyber resilience,
architecture agility in cyber, and automated
"hack-back".
Modelling and simulation technologies are
used for training and global awareness of
personnel involved in cybersecurity. This TBB
includes: Virtualisation for cyber platforms,
cyber ranges, interoperability of M&S
components, computing platforms for M&S and
effective ways of cyber training technologies
e.g. serious gaming.
Alternative fuels as part of the energy source
mix can increase energy efficiency and reduce
reliance on fossil fuels which in turn reduces
vulnerability to cost and operational risks
(including to logistics from moving fuel supply
convoys across hostile environments) while
enhancing mission endurance from increased
manoeuvrability / freedom of action over
extended periods of time. Such concepts are
relevant across the maritime, land and air
operating domains. This work should also
assess alternative fuels (biofuels, synthetic
fuels, synthetic gas, hydrogen, oxygen, gas)
impacts on engines for military uses:
performance in severe conditions, acoustic
discretion, logistics issues, lifetime, bacterial
and microbial development issues, and costbenefit as well as engine and propulsion
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Energy storage technologies should be
investigated for appropriate use in military
camps’ power supply and demand
management as part of intelligent energy
management as well as in military platforms
including for hybrid power systems. Where a
technology has received investment in the
civilian sectors, an appropriate focus for
military research investment is in the
exploitation and militarization of civilian
technologies. In terms of fuel cells, these
require a continuous source of fuel and oxygen
to sustain the chemical reaction, whereas in a
battery the chemical energy comes from
chemicals already present in the battery. Fuel
cells can produce electricity continuously for as
long as fuel and oxygen are supplied. This TBB
includes advanced and secondary batteries,
fuel cells (including with cogeneration systems
/ CHP), super-capacitors, flywheels, storage of
heat/cold.
There are a number of technologies requiring
research for military applicability for more
compact,
more
efficient
and
reliable
propulsion/drive systems, such as internal
combustion engine optimisation, turbocharging
and engine downsizing, higher pressure ratio
engines, hybrid engines and electric engine
systems.
Effective energy management technologies
include optimal air conditioning, insulation,
lighting/illumination, smart grids, multi-fuel
micro-grid,
vehicle-to-grid,
more
readily
deployable systems. These are amongst the
technologies requiring research for military
applicability to investigate the potential for
enhancing the energy and environmental
performance of military platforms and military
camps.
Solar energy generation is part of suite of
technologies which can offer increased mission
endurance through enhanced energy
autonomy as well as reduced cost and mission
risk. Solar energy can be converted into
electrical power by using Photovoltaic (PV)
technologies, the principle of which is based on
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the absorption of solar irradiation by a
semiconductor material. PV can be applied to
both fixed applications (infrastructure, camps)
and mobile applications (platforms).
Technology solutions are already available for a
range of military operating environments, but
further research is required to enable the
integration and militarization of appropriate
renewable energy technologies especially with
regard to different climate conditions (heat,
sand, dust).
Water is as critical an enabler as energy for
successful military operations. Even at current
population levels, demand for fresh water is
beyond a sustainable level. Water conservation
measures can significantly reduce the demand
for water, and waste water can be used much
more effectively – but processing currently
needs a lot of energy. New materials and new
technologies will need to be assessed and
exploited for use in military operating
environments. Further research is required on
the integration and militarization of appropriate
environmental technologies to determine which
technologies offer the greatest opportunities
for enhancing military systems and reducing
costs. A number of systems could be integrated
into military camps and platforms such as grey
and black water recycling, mobile recycling
facilities, nanotechnology in filtration, water
saving showers / taps, scavenging from airconditioning units, to atmospheric water
generation and smart monitoring for leak
detection.
Energy harvesting or scavenging technologies
convert energy freely available in the
environment to usable energy, e.g., energy
recovery from vibration in vehicles. Benefits
include eliminating or reducing the power
source or wiring requirements and lowering the
logistic burden from supplying power to remote
equipment and devices. Specific military
applications are broadly similar to civil
applications, although further defence specific
development may be required to explore
susceptibility and robustness in military
operating environments. Thermal issues are
among the main bottleneck for system
integration, and hence energy efficiency, in
platforms. This TBB should include advanced
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Wind turbines can perform under large range
of environmental conditions during day and
night as part of power systems for military
applications on land (grid coupled as well as
off-grid), and on ships. Military applications
include: Static base camps - medium to larger
sized wind turbines, grid coupled; Mobile base
camps - small to medium sized wind turbines,
off-grid; Sea: small to medium sized wind
turbines on ships. Wind turbines are mature
from a technology development perspective,
but exploitation for deployed military forces is
limited. Research is required to identify which
wind turbines (e.g., horizontal vs. vertical axis)
are suitable for which application and as part
of an integrated energy system.
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There are range of broader issues such as
energy and environment modelling techniques
and decision-making frameworks which should
be considered as part of energy and
environment matters including: technological
development; options analysis and selection;
and integration within policy, strategy, systems.
This should be linked to broader work on
human factors given that it is about the use of
technology to inform decision-making as well
as bridging the gap between military systems
improvement, operational efficiency, and
enabling tools. It should incorporate force
protection, health, food, water/liquid, medical
support, human and hazardous waste
management, and future operating
environment scenarios and how these relate to
energy and environmental technologies for
military systems.
This technology group refers to any waste
treatment process which creates energy in the
form of electricity, heat or transport fuels (e.g.
diesel, biogas) from a waste source. It could
include thermal (direct combustion and
incineration), thermo-chemical (torrefaction,
plasma treatment, gasification, pyrolysis,
thermal polymerization, catalytic
depolymerisation) and biochemical
(composting, ethanol fermentation, and
anaerobic digestion). Systems which could

European Defence Agency
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avoid cold waste storage (energy demand
reduction) include hydrothermal treatments
and gasification waste reduction systems and
crushing and sterilization systems. Further
research is required on the integration and
militarization of appropriate technologies.
In the military operations environment,
information is abundant and has to be
extracted from the exponential growth of digital
data coming from an increasing number of
sensors and other different sources which can
be either structured (databases) or
unstructured (like the scattered in emails,
audio or video records, maps, etc.). Structuring
and extracting available information is one of
the key tasks of military intelligence. It is
needed to timely present the resulting
exploitable information to humans or to other
systems. Source qualification, which tells how
trustworthy an information can be, must also
be tackled. Structuring, extracting and
qualifying are challenges when confronted with
large amounts of information from
heterogeneous sources.
Military coalition operations frequently take
place in a chaotic environment. Coalitions
cannot rely on the availability of a fixed
communications infrastructure and a security
infrastructure, but these can be complemented
with commercial communication means when
they are available. At the same time, different
partners have different security protocols that
do not necessarily match. Dedicated
technologies need to be developed that
accommodate for these synchronisation
problems.
Military operations often take place in denselyused radio frequency environments with
possible interferences between different
coalition radio systems and jamming by
adversaries. This calls for technical innovations
enhancing radio performance, including more
efficient use of the radio spectrum. It aims at
better and more dynamic spectrum
management, allowing faster and easier
deployment, better network adaptation to
environment changes, traffic variations and
less friendly interferences.
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Network infrastructures set up in theatre
interconnect soldiers locally and with their
headquarters in Europe. The theatre
infrastructures lay in hostile environments as it
can be exposed to enemies or can be
deteriorated by weather conditions. Tactical
cloud infrastructure can duplicate and
resynchronize information. It places the
information where it is most likely to be needed
to reduce latency and prioritises network flows
so as to make a better use of the network. It
supports the dynamical and quick assembly of
a robust supporting network infrastructure.
Reliable and uninterruptable communications
are essential for the success of military
operations. This is important given the
challenges of the complexity of modern
communication systems and of the deployment
of these communication systems in complex
operational theatres. The TBB Electromagnetic
Support Measures (ESM) supports the goal of
reliable and uninterruptable communications
for military goals.
A possible solution for the challenging
surveillance of large areas or urban
environments for longer periods is the use of
many low-cost sensors. IoT can also offer
connectivity to extend ranges of various
systems (e.g. by means of mesh/ad-hoc
network). This relates to IoT-technologies, with
their accompanying reliability and security
risks. IoT needs the following attributes to be
used by armed forces: long working time
without maintenance, secured, covert and lowbandwidth communications, resistance to
extreme weather and environment conditions,
no need of permanent connection to the
internet.
A key challenge of military intelligence is
handling many different information flows that
are dispersed in time and geography.
Techniques of Artificial Intelligence (AI) can
assist in dynamically increasing situational
awareness by automatically assessing trends
in the mission environment. This can be done
by obtaining new information by combining
different data sources, timely integration, and
precise dissemination of information.
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In out-of-border operations it is critical to have
long range communications available, for all
types of forces, i.e. airborne assets, ground
troops, marine troops, and maritime units.
Long range communications can take many
forms, such as physical radio propagation,
using high-frequency (HF) bands or using a
relay, as satellite communications. The use of
HF and satellite communications side by side,
in a network, makes long range
communications more robust. Network
functionalities in the HF band allows for
effective use in the field, in mid-air and
overseas.
A key military challenge is to shorten the time
from observation and orientation to decision
and action for tactical units that operate intheatre. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
enhances the interoperability of
communication systems and creates ad-hoc
and distributed networks to avoid the existence
of a single point of failure. In this way, SDN
supports the Network Centric Warfare-vision, in
offering a way of initialising modular and
adaptive networks to initialise, control, change,
and manage network behaviour.
Enable fully integrated, reconfigurable and
upgradable mobile systems
(manned/unmanned platforms,
mounted/dismounted) or static systems
(camps), seeking its transformation into a
Network Enabled Capability Environment to
enhance situational awareness, survivability,
and lethality. Should include Safety, Security,
Resilience, Verification and Validation. Full
combat capabilities in all climates, weather
conditions and terrains.
Develop alternative power systems for mobile
platforms that reduce the reliance on fossil fuel
and to alleviate the costs of fuel convoys, which
are also targets for insurgents. It has to be
distinguished between energy storage
(batteries, capacitors, fuels) and energy
converters (fuel cells). Advanced powertrain
technologies reduce noise- temperature- and
exhaust signature and provide “stealthcharacteristic” to vehicles. Integration of these
new electronically controlled and connected
systems require a systematic EMC oriented
integration approach in early stages of
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development. EMC simulation on component
and system level allow an early identification,
management and solution in a virtual
environment to reduce/eliminate loops in later
stages of hardware development. Cyber
security to be implemented in all layers of hardand software control functions.
Advanced and improved solutions for passive
protection (drawing on new materials,
structures and manufacturing technologies)
and active protection against different threats
(kinetic, HPEM, laser or C-IED activities, cyberattacks, etc.) for soldiers, manned/unmanned
platforms and camps. Both passive and active
protections should work together/complement
each other to reach the required level of
protection.
Passive protection against explosion and
kinetic effects is realized by combined
structural design and material choice.
Materials for passive protection are generally
high strength and/or high strain to failure
materials, capable of absorbing or redirecting
projectile energy.
Requirements and developments needed for
active protection systems (APS) contain a
combination of Hard Kill and Soft Kill
countermeasures.
Soldier protection integration subjects are
implementing intelligent protection (detection
sensors, adaptive protection) and reduce the
soldier burden (light materials).
Improvement of sensibility, range and reliability
of Less-than-lethal weapons, together with
enhanced precision of effects, to ensure
flexibility of the response in e.g. antiriot, crowd
control and asymmetric scenarios. Emphasis is
put at range delivered effectors.
Includes robot-robot cooperation, robotics
integration into platforms or combat robots.
Application of deep learning and AI
technologies for autonomous use of one or
several unmanned vehicles at the same time
(swarming) and its safety aspects. The
improved integration of UGV’s and UAV’s can
enhance of operational capabilities in areas
like demining, reconnaissance, transportation,
area control & protection, counter mobility,
combat, etc.
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Contributing to a 360° continuous situational
awareness based on fused information from
variety of sensors, enhance and support the
decision making to reduce cognitive burden,
and prevent friendly fire risk (Blue Force
Tracking).
Health and Usage Monitoring Systems for
Platforms, Soldier (mounted and dismounted)
and unmanned assets. Include future logistics
challenges e.g. digitalization of weapon
systems, 3D printing or increase sophistication
of systems.
Augmented Reality (AR) systems (hand-held or
head-worn) that can seamlessly project /
integrate specific information (annotations) on
top of the visual field can enhance decision
making, situational awareness and other
cognitive traits. Challenges that need to be
addressed include e.g. registration errors of the
device or perceptual issues, in particular visual
distortions that occur in head-worn systems.
Furthermore, increasing number of remotely
operated or autonomous unmanned vehicles
will require a novel approach to
operate/control or monitor them by a soldier.
New solutions for vehicle mobility, including
active suspension systems, advanced
architectures, materials and traction
technologies, that together with alternative
power trains (see TBB Power generation,
storage and management for Land Systems)
enable improved mobility.
Land mobility can take the best from civil
automotive R&D but needs a further
commitment to fulfil military requirements. An
adequate agility improvement could provide a
change in the paradigm “survive = protection =
weight” toward a “survive = avoid being
hit/engaged/detected = agility”. Modularity
concepts could be more present in mobility
platforms design, together with an effective
field deployment of 3D printing technologies
(see CapTech Material "New manufacturing,
joining and repair processes").
To gain a military advantage in a conflict
situation is not only depending on the own
mobility but also can be reached by reducing
the opponent ‘s mobility.
Beside pure mechanical solutions against
mobility, electronical solutions (counter-EMP)
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Weapon systems integration with land systems
focuses on the next generation of gun systems,
including munitions, missile systems, directed
energy weapons: HPEM and laser effectors, as
well as on standardisation and common
systems for all EU countries. Effective defence
systems against most advanced opponents
need to include remotely operated and/or
managed by autonomous systems in order to
better match the evolution of the modern
battlefield toward combat UGV deployment.
New weapon systems are needed to engage at
higher distances and faster, and to operate in a
wider range of operation theatres (field,
urban/suburban area), defeat fast incoming
threats, and treat new threats (e.g. UAS, UGS).
Reduction of weight is one of the key factors
for future platforms. A lighter structure will
require less fuel/energy, such that the range
can be extended. Moreover, part of the payload
can be used for sensor or weapon systems or
to transport goods. Application areas: long
range, high altitude aerial platforms; manned
aerial platforms, unmanned and autonomous
aerial systems; ships and autonomous onwater platforms; underwater systems;
autonomous land systems, land vehicles.
Materials, designs and structures with
improved failure and damage propagation for
ballistic protection of personnel, vehicles and
military systems. Application areas: Soldier
protective systems; land vehicle protective
systems; protection capabilities against
improvised explosive devices (IEDs), shaped
charges (SCs) & kinetic energy (KE) threats for
ground domain vehicles; light weight protection
of air platforms; add-on armoured solutions for
maritime ships.
Thermal management becomes more
important for future aircrafts and missile
systems. Also, as new light-weight materials
are introduced and applied for primary
structures of platforms and systems, new
requirements for temperature loads are set
both for operations and in case of fire or other
high temperature exposure. Application areas:
propulsion systems, missiles, aerial structures
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and platforms; engines, fire-resistant
structures.
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Signature management, i.e. changing the
signature, is a crucial element in military
operations. New materials with multiple
properties, so-called metamaterials, may be
applied for this purpose. The TBB includes
materials, designs and structures to manage
the signature across the electromagnetic
spectrum (ultraviolet through the visible to the
far infrared) and including acoustic signatures
in all weather conditions to improve the
camouflage of a military platform, soldier or
systems.
New materials, production methods and
sensors will be needed in future platforms to
make them lighter, with improved properties,
multifunctional properties, more
manoeuvrable, autonomous, less time
consuming to maintain, less power
consumption, etc. New materials, technologies
and methods may also be necessary because
of REACH regulations, ITAR restrictions, rare
earths and/or material scarcity. Technologies
include self-healing materials or coatings for
naval platforms; Graphene-based technologies;
Hybrid composites for aerospace & UAVs, incl.
signature management; Self-indicating
materials; Structural health monitoring &
verification of manufacturing processes.
Continuous and more automated inspection
and use of sensor systems for efficient health
monitoring of structures and platforms. This
TBB includes among others: Condition based
maintenance technologies; Improved Modelling
of failure & damage propagation in composite
materials & structures, Integration of Structural
Health Monitoring Systems; and self-indicating
materials.
New materials, design, structures, production
and repair methods for joining of different
materials and/or assembly of larger
components. With the introduction of new
lightweight materials with improved properties,
as well as multi-materials structures, other
joining techniques than bolting/riveting is
essential to reduce weight and to reduce
possible damages, as well as reducing the time
for maintenance. Moreover, new production
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techniques (such as additive manufacturing)
make new design and assembly of components
possible.
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Coatings are essential for all types of platforms
and systems, for operations in different hostile
environments, being exposed to CBRN agents,
wet conditions, salt water, cold climate, hot
climate and/or combinations of these and
variations over time. New REACH regulations
put new requirements on what materials and
processes to be used, as well as a need for
developing new materials and processes.
Without efficient coatings, the performance of
a platform may be reduced, or not available.
In the same way as described for surface
engineering and the need for coatings for
different types of platforms (see TBB Surface
engineering for maximum lifetime and/or
hostile environments), smart textiles will
protect the soldier in hostile environments.
Integrated sensors will reduce the burden of
extra wiring and may be used for energy
harvesting. Smart textiles can collect and
analyse information regarding the immediate
environment. Textiles can actively protect
against bacteria, insects & infection, reject
water, oil, chemicals, resist against fire & IRradiation (flash).
Computational methods, design tools and
software tools (codes, algorithms) for
prediction of the properties and behaviour of
new/novel materials and structures; virtual
manufacturing and simulation of
manufacturing processes (deformations during
AM processing, thermal processes during fibre
placement etc); improve damage tolerance:
multi-scale methods to relate microstructure to
processing and material and component or
platform properties, including signature-related
parameters.
Solutions to improve the maritime cooperative
engagement capability (CEC) as well as
wireless communication with force multiplying
supporting systems like Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles, torpedoes, counter
measures and distributed sensor networks.
Crucial to mission success is the seamless
integration of platforms in the wireless
underwater network of surface ships,
submarines, bottom/moored sensor nodes and
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surface gateway buoys.
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As a consequence of reduced crews,
training has to be adapted to long distance
trips; on-board and distant learning training are
an important aspect of ship resilience. Includes
computer-aided training of personnel, training
of operators of sophisticated unmanned
systems, novel interface solutions, operational
research and systems analysis. Also,
distributed multi-simulator/multi-domain
network could help improving the application of
Network Centric Warfare on the tactical and
strategic levels in European Naval Forces
operations. This includes manned and
unmanned platforms, as well as the
improvement of information exchanges and
computing networking provided by multiple
units of geographically dispersed forces
belonging to different European or allied
countries.
The ability to assess counter detection ranges
by adversary sensors (mines, surveillance
sensors, seeker heads) in real time during
mission, considering current ship operating
conditions (signatures), current environment
(propagation effects) and current threat sensor
scenario gives a tactical advantage. Relevant
signatures for surface vessels: above water: IR
and RCS of platform and wake; under water:
Acoustic, magnetic, electric, pressure. For
submarines in addition: Target Echo Strength
and above water signatures of submerged
submarine.
More efficient propellers and higher energy
efficiency enhancing ultra-silent operation
modes: All electric drive and hybrid drive
concepts for high efficient, persistent and
stealthy platforms. New power generation
solutions, new storage solutions, such as fuel
cells, high density batteries or super-capacitors
capable of storing electric charge. New energy
management solutions. Use of alternative
naval fuels & air independent power supply.
New power generation solutions, new storage
solutions, such as fuel cells or super-capacitors
capable of storing electric charge. Propeller
and propulsion system integrating innovative
technologies linked with new production
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processes, specific materials, improved
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Unmanned autonomous systems are
increasingly used, for both, maritime and aerial
tasks. Their integration into existing and future
naval platforms operating at sea is challenging,
as it requires interoperability between different
types of platforms (such as OPVs, Frigates,
LHD, etc.). Unmanned Maritime Systems
addressing autonomous planning algorithms
contribute to the reduction of communication
loads and lessen the necessity for frequent
manoeuvring or heading commands.
Solutions, concepts and techniques for
identifying and responding to underwater
threats, aiming at enhancing the capability of
precision engagement, scalable effect, and
non-lethal response in case of encounters at
low conflict level.
Development of networks for gathering of
information from various sensors and other
sources, including underwater, data fusion and
processing and deriving support for decision
making.
Integration of personnel and
manned/unmanned platforms into a network
enabled capability environment to enhance
situational awareness and survivability.
Decision making tools will need to be
developed to help operators to easily
understand tactical awareness. In this case, it
is necessary to develop new approaches of
data management, including new algorithms
based on artificial intelligence and machine
learning technics. To secure the expected level
of performance (ex: radar, GE, COM or sonar), it
is also necessary to study the integration to the
platform’s functional and physical
architecture upstream.
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As increased intelligent connectivity of onboard systems facilitates higher levels of
automation, new solutions will have to be
developed to address the reduction in manning
requirements. Increased digitalisation could
help facilitate predictive maintenance and
enabling faster conception phases, better
functional and physical integration of networks
of sensors and weapon systems, remote health
monitoring system.
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Low detectability for adversary sensors
increases survivability as well as mission
success probability. Reduced signatures
improve effectiveness of own sensors and of
soft kill measures. Provisions for low signatures
need to be advanced in order to cope with
ongoing threat sensor enhancements. The
underwater electric signature, the Target Echo
Strength domain and the indirect signatures
(wake and above water signatures of
submerged submarines) face the necessity of
improvement but also the acoustic, magnetic,
IR and RCS signatures need to keep pace.
Navigation relies on high performance Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs). Future
operational scenario includes situations in
which space-based services are unavailable
(e.g. indoor, underground, and underwater),
highly degraded (e.g. jamming) or unreliable
(e.g. spoofing). Innovative GNSS denied
solutions are being already developed for
civilian “niche” applications. However, such
solutions do not comply with the full set of
military requirements or are still at too low TRL
to assess if they could be used for defence
tasks.
Development of navigation solutions without
GNSS support include: hybridization and data
fusion techniques; image and vision-based
navigation; navigation through signals of
opportunity; SLAM and cooperative navigation
techniques; radio and acoustic navigation; and
new navigation sensor technologies.

European Defence Agency
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PNT superiority is fundamental for the freedom
of movement and acts as force multipliers by
ensuring the accuracy of weapons, operations,
and command and control as well as
contributing to the overall situational
awareness of the battlespace. Several civilian
and space solutions are being developed,
however these are mostly developed under
civilian programmes (e.g. Galileo), subject to
ITAR restrictions (highest performance), or not
fully under EU control (e.g. new GNSS signals).
The development and exploitation of newly
available PNT sources (e.g. Galileo PRS) could
increase robustness and performance of
current solutions. All the sources of PNT
information (space and non-space based)
should be considered for possible defence
usage to meet the requirements of various
missions.
Providing enhanced Guidance and Control
capabilities in complex tactical environments
(urban, indoor, underwater, underground,
hybrid) by means of: 3D all-terrain mapping
and Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping
(SLAM) technologies; image / vision-based
guidance; visual Servoing; hybridization & data
fusion techniques and algorithms; 4D guidance
and trajectory planning for air vehicles; real
time control systems; Mini and Micro UxV
Guidance and control, et cetera.
This TBB focusses on increasing the automated
and autonomous capabilities needed for
military platforms, providing them with greater
and more robust levels of autonomy, by means
among other of: autonomous and dynamic
collision and obstacle avoidance techniques;
Automatic Take-Off and Landing (ATOL),
automated refuelling techniques, autonomous
and automated path/mission planning,
Autonomous UxV guidance and control
technologies and algorithms, Human-machine
interaction and integration (HMI), et cetera. The
use of these systems would be beneficial to
increase the safety, efficiency and
effectiveness of operations often conducted in
unstructured, rapidly varying and constrained
environment
To adapt to the defence operational condition,
systems would need to be able to preventive
control, self-maintenance and self-repair
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especially for safety and mission critical
operations. This TBB focus on ensuring
adequate level of robustness of the GNC
functionalities of the individual platforms in
real-time for every situation, by means among
others: active and passive fault tolerant
controllers, controller falsification, monitoring
data integrity,
remote sensing, consolidation and faults
control approaches.
This TBB aims to increase the maturity level of
technologies and techniques for the
coordination of groups of unmanned
heterogeneous systems engaged in a common
military mission, by means of: Multi-robot
cooperation, command and control,
management and cyber security, Multi Robot
Systems (MRS) fault reconfiguration, sensor
fusion, Human-robot interaction, Formation
Control techniques, bio-inspired control
methods for swarm of robots, Swarm
Perception, Verification and Validation of multirobot control and cooperation, et cetera.
This TBB aims to provide more efficient
weapons systems and guided munitions that
address all targets with the required precision
and performance in every environment, by
means of: innovative guidance and control
techniques for munitions (including cooperative
guidance); integration of advanced seekers
(including multi-mode and SAL seekers) and
novel sensors and actuators; beam rider,
optical and radio guidance; homing and
navigation guidance and field testing.
This TBB aims to miniaturize and increase the
performance of GNC sensors to reduce size,
weight power, cost (SWaP-C) and weight for
constrained platforms (mini-micro UAVs,
missiles etc., also dismounted soldier) as well
as to enabling advanced GNC applications (e.g.
robust navigation of micro-UXvs) including
among others: Mini-Micro INS/IMU (including
miniature atom-based inertial sensors), MiniMicro Accelerometers and Gyros, Low power
PRS receivers, Chip scale atomic clocks, Smart
actuators (e.g. piezo electric/morphing).
Multispectral and hyperspectral imaging
sensors aiming at detection, recognition
classification of difficult targets. Multispectral is
focused on real-time processing whereas
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systems

hyperspectral more for either processing
afterward or for band selection for multispectral
imaging systems. The challenges are to develop
systems with a better SWAP-C (Small Size,
Weight, Power and Cost), systems in the MWIR
and LWIR domain as well as the handling and
processing of all data.

11
1

Optronics

Passive
imaging
systems

Passive EO/IR systems can be used for
observation without giving away location. This
TBB focuses on the development of innovative
sensors and systems that provide high
sensitivity and resolution, low noise, large
dynamic range, and color perception. Improved
passive imaging systems will improve detection
recognition and identification, in possible
ranges on which it can be used and in form
factor (better SWAP-C=Small Size, Weight,
Power and Cost). These systems can lead to a
larger area coverage, better SWAP-C, possibility
to use less sensors, possibility to mount the
systems on more platforms and better
observation for different environments.

11
2

Optronics

Novel optical
configurations

11
3

Optronics

Active imaging
systems

In the last years ideas for new optical
architecture or optical components are
formulated. These novel optical configurations
would enable decrease of the systems SWaP,
cost or performance improvements. Systems
with new optical configurations will improve
DRI (Detection Recognition and Identification),
in possible ranges on which it can be used and
in form factor (better SWAP-C, Small Size,
Weight, Power and Cost). Improved systems will
lead to a larger area coverage, better SWAP-C,
possibility to use less sensors, possibility to
mount the systems on more platforms and
better observation for different environments.
Active imaging systems are less affected by
adverse weather conditions compared with
traditional electro-optic imagers and capable for
providing a view through camouflage,
vegetation, windows and smoke. This TBB
focuses on the detector and the systems and
includes the sensors that are developed for
active imaging. A technology gap is the use of
these systems, and the development of systems
with better performance such as SWAP-C (Small

European Defence Agency
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Size, Weight, Power and Cost) and resolution.
These systems will provide less impact of
environmental effects on observation, 3D
imaging, day/night operation and (CB)RN standoff detection.
11
4

Optronics

Image
enhancement

This TBB deals with software, hardware image
enhancement and thus should be seen as part
of the imaging system. A number of techniques
have been already developed bust challenges
are still exist (i.e. performance with a non-static
scene, performance in different environmental
conditions, algorithms dedicated to a specific
hardware setup and handling the large number
of pixels that new sensors can deliver).

11
5

Optronics

Image
processing

Information in images can be observed by
humans but can also be extracted using image
processing algorithms. The rationale is that
algorithms provide information out of the data.
This allows for automatic DRI (Detection,
Recognition and Identification). The military
relevance is less workload by more automatic
processing, faster response, better situational
awareness and better ISR (Intelligence
Surveillance and Reconnaissance).

11
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measure
systems

11
7

Optronics

Laser weapon
systems

This TBB includes compact and efficient in
band jamming/dazzling/damaging laser
systems for self-protection of airborne, naval,
armoured platforms against EO seekers and EO
systems (counter surveillance). It is expected
that the development of the EO systems will
enhance the protection of airborne, naval,
armoured platforms as well as the protection
from emerging threats.
This TBB includes Medium and High energy
laser systems for force protection to counter a
variety of threats, ranging from asymmetric
threats such as incoming, low cost unmanned
vehicles, IED to Rocket, Artillery, Mortar (RAM)
and missiles. The effort is to develop an
efficient and compact system, laser
propagation effects and protection against
laser weapons (counter-counter measures).
Eye safety, laser safety protocol, regulation and
standardization are part of this TBB. This TBB
relates to out-of-band damage.

European Defence Agency
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Simulation deals with performance and
signature modelling in electro-optical sensing,
both with the purpose to predict performance
with advanced signal processing functions,
evaluate systems and predict performance
training of personnel. This TBB includes among
other technologies for signature modelling and
camouflage, intelligent computing using AI
(Artificial Intelligence), Virtual reality data for
scene generation,
and artificial data
generation. It is expected that simulation will
provide a better performance prediction, and
therefore a lower need for field trials and
improvement of efficiency of protection
systems and weapons with lower costs. Also,
personnel can be trained using simulations
reducing costs and saving time.
Currently, most sensor systems are used standalone. To connect different sensor systems,
interface standards and reconfigurable
architectures that facilitate « plug and play »
solutions for integration of Electro-Optical
sensors into other systems are needed. Sensor
systems in which sensors can be connected
easily will allow for combining all information
available, and to select the best sensors for the
task at hand. In this way the operator’s tasks
are easier.
Challenging detection conditions with high level
of clutter require the development of improved
detection algorithms to increase detection and
classification capabilities. The technological
targets are the increased sensitivity and
improved clutter suppression, the increase of
spatial and temporal resolution and the study
of new techniques (e.g. radar interferometry
and polarimetry). Among the targets of interest
are included: Small boats and sea skimming
missiles in the littoral; vehicles and personnel
in urban environments; ground targets
employing camouflage, concealment and
deception (CC&D) techniques, including
concealment under foliage; Mobile and fleeting
targets; Mines and IED; Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles and drones with low RCS; Rockets and
mortars and low RCS missiles and cruise
missiles.
The AESA concept is one of the main enablers
of the multifunction RF Sensor capabilities. It
can provide an increase in functionality and
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flexibility with narrowband and wideband
operation, enabling Radar, Electronic Warfare
and communications functionalities with the
same aperture. Their application to RPAS
would decrease the SWAP-C of the payloads
and will enable the adaptive sensors as well
with adaptive use of the spectrum, match of
function to mission and waveforms to
environment, sensor resource management
and increase of automation to reduce the
number of operators and training
requirements. Research is needed on the
different architectures and related
technologies to be promoted like those
providing True time delay for large arrays.
This comprises the increase of Digitisation at
RF and the optimisation of emitters and
receivers for new applications. The approach is
to close the A/D conversion to the radiating
elements in order to perform the maximum
number of operations in the digital domain. The
advance in signal processors allows managing
a huge quantity of data and the quality of the
signal processing in the discrete domain has
several advantages with respect to the
analogue domain. Being a software defined
radar allows all the operational versatility,
modularity and scalability of the system by
enabling the possibility to adapt the system
capabilities to the given mission and scenario.
This can be done applying artificial intelligence
and cognitive techniques.
The realisation of distributed bi/multistatic RF
sensors in active and passive mode requires
the development of effective timing and
synchronisation methods for static and mobile
multistatic coherent radar networks. This
includes the following technical challenges:
The development of effective timing and
synchronisation methods for static and mobile
multistatic coherent radar networks, the
intelligent use of algorithms taking into account
the deployment geometry, clutter mapping,
data fusion and concepts to maximise the
desired information from the networked
system, CFAR and STAP algorithms for handling
of clutter variations in multistatic networks,
multistatic classification techniques, data
fusion methodologies also addressing the
(secure) data exchange between the nodes of
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Technologies to be developed for the
realization of cognitive radars involve cognitive
spectrum sensing and frequency agility,
waveforms able to adapt to target behaviour,
characteristics and environmental conditions.
The hardware aspects of this technology are
covered by the TBB “Software Defined Radar”.
The cognitive radar technology will lead to an
improved operational performance in ISTAR
missions. It will enhance robustness against
interferences and jammers by introducing
intelligent mitigation techniques and it will
enable the flexible adaptation of the RF system
to the operational scenario, thus improving the
system performance.
Multifunction RF Sensors support combinations
of radar, EW and communications functions,
extended to any other functions that may prove
to be of value, i.e. Detect and Avoid (DAA).
Scalable Multi-function RF system
architectures applying modularity,
standardisation and COTS technologies to
achieve flexibility in size, performance and
functionality. The research to be performed
here are the analysis and the definition of
appropriate system architectures, the selection
of appropriate system engineering approaches
(e.g. MBSE) and architectural and simulation
frameworks.
The technologies to be studied for advanced
antennas are new materials and metamaterials
to be used for antenna design, modelling and
simulation methods for the design of conformal
antennas, concepts for realising low frequency
compact antennas for through-the-matteroperation and fully polarimetric antennas as
well as new approaches for low cost antenna
manufacturing. Compact low frequency
antennas enabling penetrating through the
matter like foliage, ground penetration and
through the wall sensing.
In order to improve the RF sensor performance,
development is needed in the field of
innovative waveforms, beamforming and array
processing. Research is needed to analyse and
develop innovative waveforms and intelligent
adaptive beamforming techniques for
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enhancing target detection and classification
performance. Research is needed in the field of
array and multi-channel data processing which
is needed for SAR imaging and parallel
processing of different RF data streams like
SAR, MTI and EW. In addition, research
activities should encompass knowledge-based
techniques to consider a-priori information
during data processing and the compressive
sensing for further enhancing the processing
performance. The operational consequences of
a better RF system performance by improving
the signal to noise ratio will improve target
detection and classification performance and
will enhance the ISTAR capabilities.
The MIMO Radar concept gives the opportunity
to realize Radar systems with lower SWAP-C
which can be integrated also in high volume
platforms like land vehicles, helicopters and
small drones. It provides increased virtual
aperture size with many advantages like
enhanced spatial resolution at lower effort in
terms of hardware. Analysis of the required
technologies in terms of hardware and data
processing as well as of the expected benefits
is needed. Research is needed on the sparse
array processing and beam forming as well as
on the compressive sensing technique.
In the context of the current trend in the RF
system performances providing several RF
functions in one system, showing intelligent
and cognitive system behaviour, and regarding
novel passive and multistatic radars, new
approaches for validation of the performances
of such systems have to be developed and
harmonized in Europe. This activity will provide
guidelines to MoDs for specification and
validation of such future RF systems. The
development of a European RF System Test
Bench as well as the establishments of a
standardised catalogue of acceptance criteria
should be part of such activities. The
harmonisation of the validation and verification
activities will reduce cost and allow mutual
recognition among European system
manufacturers and MoDs.
Through-the-Matter Radar systems have the
capability to provide information on targets
behind barriers like walls, buried in the ground
or hidden by camouflage or under foliage. The
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lower the frequency the higher the capability to
intrude. However, lower frequencies physically
imply larger antennas. Research in this field
needs to address possible concepts for such
systems performing a trade-off between
compactness (SWAP-C) and operational
performance as well as data processing
strategies for detection and classification of
targets. There is a strong link with the TBB
“Advanced Antennas”, which addresses low
frequency compact antennas.
Integrated Live, Virtual and Constructive (I-LVC)
Solutions are important to support realistic
tactical mission training or rehearsal in an
effective and cost-efficient way, both at
national and multinational levels, but with a
higher impact on the multinational coalition
operations. This should be realized by
developing a LVC reference architecture,
interoperability standards and data exchange
protocols. This also calls for rapid scenario
generation tools, distributed exercise support
technologies and embedded simulation
technologies for “Live” components.
The amount of data is growing explosively and
the processes to handle it must therefore be
faster and better. In the military sector where
huge amounts of heterogeneous data,
produced by countless sensors exposed to
future intelligent opponents, must be turned
into manageable information for decision
makers to act quickly. Modelling & simulation
(M & S) can be combined with Big Data (BD),
Data Analytics (DA), Artificial Intelligence
(AI)/Machine Learning (ML)/Deep Learning
(DL) and other emerging technologies to jointly
manage data flowing in from all sorts of
sources to C2-Centers and creating the right
conditions to make significantly better
decisions.
Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR)
and Mixed Reality (MR) are intended to support
soldier or crew training in a global training
suite. AR is maximizing embedded training
experience, enabling MR where the real and
virtual objects are anchored together.
Moreover, once equipped with such devices,
operational applications are also available on
the battlefield to guide soldiers in a complex
area, to anticipate enemy positions, and to
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enhance collaboration and share information
directly. Adaptations of civil equipment are
needed to solve challenges like robustness,
load, and security.
Cyber defence simulation is a growing in
importance due to the digital transformation. It
is crucial to model in a wide range of military
domains, cyber actors (allies and enemies) and
cyber tactics according to new cyber doctrines
and to simulate many cyber defence scenarios
to evaluate impacts on the military field. Cyberattacks will most likely use affordable
electronic devices (smartphones, geolocalisation, geo-referencing, UAVs, IoTdevices). Cyber models and cyber languages
like i.e. Structured Threat Information
eXpression (STIX) used to exchange cyber
threat intelligence (CTI) and allowing security
communities to better understand what
computer-based attacks can be anticipated
and how to respond effectively.
The main purpose is to develop a realistic
environment in which decision makers can
operate as they would within a real-world
operational situation. Simulated events aim to
practice the ability to coordinate various staff
functions. It is required to produce interactive,
joint and coalition wargaming tools
representing a military decision-making
environment from the perspective of land,
maritime, air, space and cyber domains. This
should include joint functions like command
and control, intelligence, fires, movement and
manoeuvre, protection and sustainment. This
decision environment is built to represent
conflict situations at the strategic, operational
and tactical levels of war.
The aim is to develop a Model & Simulation as
a Service (MSaaS) for automatic synthetic
environment and scenario generation that
delivers capabilities in the domains of training;
analysis for current and future Systems and
Systems of Systems (SoS); decision-making, as
can be used for instance in troops at fight with
real-time feedback. Capabilities such as highfidelity training by units on station, en-route
mission rehearsal and highly accurate real-time
decision aides for commanders are the primary
goals to reach. Cost, accessibility, hardware,
software, and personnel to implement models
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and simulations need to be considered. A
“Single Source of Truth” is required leading
consequently to the notions of big data, clouds,
networks and Computer Generated Forces
(CGFs)
In all cases, this TBB deals with services to be
provided to different end-users.
Simulation is needed to prepare, assess,
implement or modify Systems of Systems. It
covers the system engineering tooling
(modelling of the architecture, and of the
individual systems) and simulation framework
for virtual or hybrid testbeds, and for battle-labs
and its connectivity/interfaces. It is important
to assess the possibilities created by
connecting new capabilities and to test specific
configurations the various systems (new
opportunities or new risks). This TBB covers
architecture framework tools (NAF, DoDAF,
MoDAF), system engineering tools (DOORS,
etc.) standards (HLA, DIS), failure/risk analysis
procedures for complex systems.
The evolving situation in space requires to
know and realise how objects like satellites,
space debris or any other object orbiting Earth
behaves and the orbit they follow. The need to
track these objects is not only a security and
safety issue but can have strong impacts in
Defence. Research is required to simulate the
behaviour of objects in orbit and structure the
coordination, functionality and management of
the information of the systems performing the
tasks of detection, tracking and identification.
Earth-surveying techniques gathering and
analysing data on activities, forces, and
facilities deployed on the terrain or seas are
required to improve the defence intelligence.
Earth observation is used to monitor and
assess the status of suspicious or hostile
activities at any latitude on Earth and in Space.
Various technologies support this TBB,
including: satellite platforms, high-resolution
imagery, orbital mechanics, RF and optical
sensor technologies, surveillance technologies,
detection models, system architectures,
innovative SAR modes, algorithms and
processing systems, mission analysis and
design, failure/risk analysis procedures for
complex systems, digital beam-forming and
High Resolution Wide Swath (HRWS), generic
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